Abstract-The active contour model is a widely used technique for automatic object contour extraction. Existing methods based on this model can perform with high accuracy, even in the case of complex contours, but challenging issues remain, like the need for precise contour initialization for high curvature boundary segments or the handling of cluttered backgrounds. To deal with such issues, this paper presents a salient object extraction method, the first step of which is the introduction of an improved edge map that incorporates edge direction as a feature. The direction information in the small neighborhoods of image feature points is extracted, and the images' prominent orientations are defined for direction-selective edge extraction. Using such improved edge information, we provide a highly accurate shape contour representation, which we also combine with texture features. The principle of the paper is to interpret an object as the fusion of its components: its extracted contour and its inner texture. Our goal in fusing textural and structural information is twofold: it is applied for automatic contour initialization, and it is also used to establish an improved external force field. This fusion then produces highly accurate salient object extractions. We performed extensive evaluations, which confirm that the presented object extraction method outperforms parametric active contour models and achieves higher efficiency than the majority of the evaluated automatic saliency methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
A CTIVE contour models (snakes) are widely used for automatic object contour extraction. The original model was introduced in [1] , where the so called snake energy term includes an internal and an external force, jointly controlling the evolution of the contour curve. The internal force represents the shape of the curve (with elasticity and rigidity terms) and the external force is calculated from the image characteristics. Since the publication of the original theory, several modifications were introduced, which can be divided into two main groups: parametric [2] - [5] or region based [6] - [8] approaches. These energy minimization models are used to search for contours perceived as closed curves after an automatic initialization of the region of interest, therefore connected and closed loop edge systems are required to form an object boundary. Unlike other contour detections, where all the edges are extracted [9] .
The original active contour model has some disadvantages regarding its sensitivity for initialization, parameters and noise. Moreover, it is not able to properly detect concave boundaries. Region based active contours (or level set approaches [10] ) related to the Mumford-Shah energy model [11] bring an efficient solution for the initialization sensitivity, and such models (e.g., [7] ) have the ability to detect multiple and complex objects in the image. On the other hand, while parametric active contour models are more sensitive to noise, parameter and contour initialization, and have issues with detecting high curvatures, their convergence is much faster and they can handle natural images with varying intra-object textures. Thus, the application of parametric models for automatic natural image segmentation, including salient object extraction [12] - [16] is well justified.
Addressing the difficulties of the traditional active contour model [1] , a group of parametric approaches were intended to redefine and improve the external energy of the contour [2] - [5] , [12] , [17] , [18] . Although these methods perform with high accuracy even in case of complex contours, there are still some challenging issues, even in recent works [12] , [18] . E.g., the presence of high curvature boundary segments may lower the detection accuracy. Moreover, cluttered background data is often a source of detection problems and contour initialization anomalies. A precise automatic initialization step could facilitate accurate detection with good localization and it could support the automatic processing of large datasets by eliminating manual intervention. Earlier automatic initializations took shape information into account [19] or required a manually labeled point inside the object region [20] . Another solution for initialization is to define the region of interest by estimating the focus area [21] or by salient region extraction [22] - [24] , which can be especially efficient in case of cluttered backgrounds. To also handle textural variation, a recent work [12] introduced an automatic initialization for parametric active contours, using texture atoms and their distinctiveness to build a saliency map. However, using only texture atoms can be problematic if the target object contains multiple textures, potentially causing object fragmentation of incomplete detection.
The goal of this paper is to handle complex contours more efficiently, even in the presence of a cluttered background, which is often the case for real life images. To achieve this goal, an improved edge map is introduced, which incorporates direction information. The improved edge information provides a more accurate shape contour representation, which we also combine with texture information. The fusion of textural and structural information is twofold: first, it is applied for an automatic contour initialization and second, an improved external force field is produced by fusing direction, edge and texture data. The principle of the paper is to interpret the object as the fusion of its components: its extracted contour improved by direction information and its inner texture.
Automatic contour initialization and salient object extraction is based on efficient salient region estimation. With an accurate saliency map, a high quality object representation can be defined for parametric active contour initialization and external force construction, resulting in a more efficient object detection. Therefore, the main contribution of this work also serves as an efficient saliency representation, fusing textural and structural features, even in case of images with cluttered backgrounds. In such cases, using only textural information (as [12] ) might falsely emphasize some parts of the background (second column of Fig. 2 ). To deal with this issue, we propose to apply salient point detection along with the texture feature to integrate the structural information into the process. Besides traditional salient point detectors [25] , [26] , an enhanced Harris detector [25] was introduced in [27] called the Modified Harris for Edges and Corners (MHEC). The MHEC salient point detector was proved to be an efficient tool for object contour detection [28] , as it is emphasizing edges and corners in a balanced manner, which makes it a useful tool in the present framework. By integrating the MHEC point set and the textural distinctiveness map we introduce a highly accurate automatic contour initialization step which enables higher detection accuracy and faster convergence as well.
Another contribution of the paper is the integrated orientation feature in the active contour model, fused with structural and textural information. Orientation as a feature has already been used in earlier works in different forms [3] , [29] , [30] . The Dynamic Directional Gradient Vector Flow (DDGVF) [3] concentrates only on positive and negative step edges, by using the gradient in both x and y directions and dealing with the external force field for the two directions separately. The importance of the direction of the normal is also exploited in [29] , by introducing the GVF in the normal's direction (NGVF) instead of the x and y directions. A more recent work [30] introduces a direction vector flow in the external force, resulting in a gradient & direction vector flow model (G&DVF). However, this technique requires manual interaction by drawing a few directional lines after the initialization step to guide the contour towards the correct boundary. This user interaction makes the method inappropriate for automatic detection purposes in huge databases.
In this paper, orientation information is handled in a different manner: the main direction in the small neighborhood of the MHEC points is calculated, then this information is integrated into an improved edge map. Therefore, instead of using histogram bins and manually labeled points, specific orientation information is extracted automatically for the most prominent pixels and extended to the region of interest. Direction information is then integrated into the edge map, introducing an improved linear extension of the Morphological Feature Contrast (MFC) operator [31] which is applied for extracting features only in the defined directions. As a novel contribution, this improved structural information is fused with the texture distinctiveness map and a hybrid, 3-term external force is introduced for iterative active contour detection.
The main steps of the proposed method are shown in Fig. 1 : first the texture distinctiveness map is calculated as the textural feature along with the MHEC saliency point set based on the modified Harris characteristic function to perform contour initialization. The direction feature is defined based on the MHEC points and it is integrated into the orientation selective edge map. After constructing the structural feature as a boundary map, then fusing the characteristic function and the improved edge map, the external force is defined. Finally, the iterative active contour algorithm segments the object region.
To support the introduced method, a detailed evaluation is performed on multiple widely known and used public databases: SED and SED2 [32] (100−100 images), EPFL [33] (1000 images), MSRA10K [22] (10000 images), SUN [13] (346 images). In the first part of the experiments the proposed technique is compared to other parametric active contour models to confirm the advantages of the automatic initialization and the improved external force. In the second part the proposed method is tested from the point of view of salient object segmentation, and it is compared to different state-ofthe-art segmentation techniques. Moreover, with an iterative extension, the introduced algorithm is able to detect multiple objects. The performance of the method is also evaluated quantitatively. The extensive evaluation results confirm that the proposed method is performing with high accuracy and thatusing the presented contributions -it outperforms existing parametric active contour models and achieves higher efficiency than the majority of the compared automatic saliency detection techniques.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II is about the related state-of-the-art, Section III introduces the texture and structure based automatic contour initialization, Section IV gives an introduction on related active contour models, Section V describes the main contribution, the TexturalDirectional Harris based Vector Field Convolution (TDHVFC). The experimental validation is carried out in Section VI and the conclusions and future plans are summarized in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
This section concentrates on related methods, used for comparisons during the evaluations (Sec. VI). Since the proposed method is a parametric active contour method, we selected other parametric algorithms with different principles to compare to. Moreover, the introduced method is also compared to salient object extraction techniques to measure segmentation performance.
Motivated by the drawbacks of the original parametric active contour method, a novel external force field called the Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) was introduced in [2] . The improved external force was calculated as a diffusion of the gradient vectors, which created the opportunity for a more flexible initialization and convergence to concave boundaries as well. However, the method was still initialization-sensitive and converged slowly, therefore the Vector Field Convolution (VFC) was published in [4] for improving the performance of the GVF. The VFC was a novel vector field kernel, which was convolved with the edge map. However, based on a structural edge map, the VFC still had problems with cluttered backgrounds and high curvature boundaries, and required manual initialization.
In the previous works of Kovacs and Sziranyi [5] , Kovács and Szirányi [28] , and Manno-Kovacs [34] a Harris based improvement was introduced for the GVF and the VFC, called HGVF and HVFC respectively. Motivated by the Harris detector's characteristic function [25] , an improved feature map was introduced based on the eigenvalues of the Harris matrix, representing the principal curvature. The improved feature map was then applied in the external force instead of the intensity image, which resulted in a more accurate boundary detection process, especially in the case of high curvature, noisy boundary segments. Moreover, the local maxima of the improved feature map served as salient keypoints (MHEC point set), and their convex hull provided an automatic initialization step before the iterative detection process.
In another approach, the hybrid Structure and Texture distinctiveness Vector Field Convolution (STVFC) [12] exploited the textural information of the image beside the structural data, and introduced the texture distinctiveness map for contour initialization and hybrid external force calculation. Following a different approach, the same authors recently published the Enhanced Decoupled Active Contour (EDAC) model [18] , which is decoupling the internal and external forces and the two forces are optimized individually, designed for accurate boundary extraction, despite image noise and complex object geometries.
Visual attention modeling is an active field of research, it is also an important segmentation step in different application field and workflows, such as video analysis [35] , sketchbased image retrieval [36] or scene classification in remote sensing [37] . Thus, in the second part of the experiments some prominent and recently published state-of-the-art methods have been selected, which were included in an extensive evaluation by M. M. Cheng and his colleagues in [38] and the evaluation results are present on his website [39] . The following algorithms are selected (following the abbreviations of [39] ): Frequency-Tuned salient region detection (FT ), introduced in [33] , which preserves salient object boundaries by retaining substantially more frequency content from the original image than other earlier techniques. The method exploits luminance and color features, and it publishes the EPFL database. The SEG algorithm [40] , adapts a saliency measure using a statistical framework and local feature contrast in illumination, color and motion information. The achieved saliency map is then integrated into a conditional random field model to define an energy minimization based segmentation. A Context and shape prior Based segmentation (CB) was introduced in [41] , where the initial saliency map is computed through a multi-scale superpixel based context analysis followed by an object-level shape prior extraction, achieved as a combination of saliency and object boundary information. Both the saliency map and the shape prior are updated in each iteration. Sparse Salient regions (SS) [42] introduced a simple image descriptor, the image signature, and showed that within the theoretical framework of sparse signal mixing it is able to spatially approximate the foreground in an image. The resulting image signature based saliency algorithm can predict human fixation points with high accuracy. Saliency detection via Dense and Sparse Reconstruction (DSR) is a method from the perspective of reconstruction errors [43] . The algorithm is based on background templates and a context-based mechanism is designed to propagate reconstruction errors. A pixel-level saliency and an object-based Gaussian model are computed and combined with a Bayesian integration step. Another work in the same year [44] introduced the Bayesian saliency via Low and Mid Level Cues (LMLC), which is a bottom-up approach, obtaining a coarse saliency region and analyzing saliency information with mid level visual cues via superpixels. Superpixels are grouped with a Laplacian sparse subspace clustering method and are used to construct a prior saliency map. Finally, low level visual cues are applied to compute an observation likelihood adaptive Bayesian saliency. Global saliency cues, such as global uniqueness and color spatial distribution are integrated in [45] to construct a final Global Cues (GC) saliency map. Instead of computing saliency maps by combining feature maps, the discriminative regional feature integration (DRFI) [46] method proposed to learn a random forest regressor to map the regional feature vector to a saliency score. Based on higher dimensional features, [47] introduced the High-Dimensional Color Transform (HDCT ), where the saliency map of the image is calculated as a linear combination of high-dimensional color spaces, including RGB, CIE Lab and HSV with different gamma corrections. In [48] , a novel algorithm design was proposed, called C P MC+G BV S, along with a new dataset to bridge the gap between the challenges of fixation prediction and salient object segmentation. A very recent work, RC [22] introduced global contrast based salient region detection. The proposed algorithm simultaneously evaluates global contrast differences and spatially weighted coherence scores, producing highquality saliency maps. Moreover, the novel iterative SaliencyCut algorithm is introduced for salient object segmentation. This multi-pathway-base model is also applied in the latest works, such as [49] , which adapts the guided search strategy of biological vision.
The use of machine learning methods for salient object segmentation is a novel trend. Recently, different methods were proposed applying such techniques: Stacked Denoising AutoEncoders (SDAEs) were introduced in [14] , [50] , and [51] for building background models with deep learning architectures. Afterwards, salient object extraction was performed as a separation step by measuring the reconstruction residuals of deep autoencoders. In [52] , a new loss function was proposed instead of the traditional softmax loss function, called positivesharing loss. The model partitioned contour (positive) data into subclasses and each subclass shared the loss for the whole positive class in the loss function.
Deep learning based methods usually operate at the patch level, causing blurry saliency maps, especially near the object boundaries. To compensate for these weaknesses, a Multiscale Deep Feature (MDF) model was proposed in [53] , with fully connected layers on top of convolutional neural networks for feature extraction at three different scales. The aggregation of the multiple saliency maps of different levels resulted in more accurate final saliency maps. In a similar manner, Deep Contrast Learning (DCL) [54] was a novel network, consisting of two complementary components, a pixellevel fully convolutional stream and a segment-wise spatial pooling stream. The first component supported pixel-level accuracy, while the second extracted segment-wise features efficiently.
The orientation feature has been used in the literature of object segmentation. An unsupervised object extraction method was published in [13] , interesting mainly for its use of Oriented edges for Contour delineation and Texture discrimination (OCT ). The approach separated oriented edges (horizontal, +45 • , vertical, −45 • ) and used the orientation statistics for extracting contour candidates from multiresolution edge maps. Oriented edges also represented texture information, later analyzed by K-means clustering. The object region was defined by merging the results of the two separate analysis channels based on the simple assumption that the object was located centrally in the scene. Although this method handled orientation information differently than the proposed approach both conceptually and practically, we included it in the evaluations.
III. TEXTURE AND STRUCTURE BASED AUTOMATIC CONTOUR INITIALIZATION

A. Texture Distinctiveness
Statistical textural distinctiveness is based on a sparse texture model, which was introduced in [23] . In this method rotation-invariant neighborhood-based textural representations are extracted and used to learn a set of representative texture atoms for defining a sparse texture model for the image. After calculating the t (x, y) texture representation for all U × V pixels in the image, the global texture model of the image is defined: T = t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t U ×V . As textures usually consist of repeating patterns, a smaller number of regions with unique patterns can be defined as atoms, resulting in a sparse texture model of M textures:
Following the recommendations of [12] and [23] , we used M = 20. Texture distinctiveness means a difference among textured regions that draws a viewer's attention. Statistical texture distinctiveness measures the relationships between atoms of T r and indicates how unique the texture characteristics of a region are.
The S(x, y) texture distinctiveness map quantifies the expected distinctiveness of each texture atom compared to the others. The calculated distinctiveness value is assigned to all pixels within the corresponding region. The following assumptions are used in the calculation: 1. Higher statistical texture distinctiveness defines more distinct regions. 2. Objects close to the center attract human visual attention more, therefore, increasing a region's distinctiveness. Examples for final S texture distinctiveness maps are in the second column of Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3(b) . As the detailed description of texture distinctiveness calculation is out of the scope of this paper, please see [23] and [12] for further information.
B. Structural Information for Improved Contour Initialization
A well-performed initialization may result in a more accurate segmentation and also accelerates the convergence, which are both important issues for active contour methods. In case of large databases, automatic initialization is inevitable, as manual intervention is impractical. The generated S texture distinctiveness map can be efficiently used for automatic contour initialization, as it emphasizes the distinct image regions. In [12] the S map is adaptively thresholded by Otsu's method [55] , and the resulting binary map contains connected regions of different sizes. The region of maximum area among all regions is selected (RO I S ), shown in the third column of Fig. 2 . The initial contour is defined as the convex hull around the RO I S , calculated using the Quickhull algorithm [56] . Convexity is sometimes also added as a bottom-up cue for salient object detection [57] , however in our case we use it as a fast and efficient way for ROI estimation, in a more improved way than it is proposed in [58] .
The S texture distinctiveness map works effectively when the salient object differs enough from other background regions of the image. However, in some cases, if multiple distinct textures are present around the center of the image, they all get high values in the S map, which causes the initialization to be far from the real contour outline (third column of Fig. 2 ). This may result in the false convergence of the contour to local minima. This can be observed typically when objects and their shadows are both present in the image (see first row of Fig. 2) , and both are calculated to be highly distinctive, therefore the initialization contains both regions and the active contour might converge to the shadow's contour instead of the real object outline. Structural information can help in these cases, as shadows often have blurry outlines.
To avoid misdetection, this paper proposes an interest point based refinement step using the Modified Harris for Edges and Corners (MHEC) point set [5] . The MHEC point set, introduced as a modification of the original Harris detector [25] , emphasizes edges and corners in the image, therefore it can represent object contours efficiently and it is applied as a source of structural information in this work.
By considering the behavior of the Harris matrix and its λ 1 and λ 2 eigenvalues (both of them large in corner regions, only one of them large in edge regions and both of them small in flat regions), the following modification of the R characteristic function was proposed in [5] to emphasize edge and corner regions simultaneously:
As both corner and edge regions have at least one large λ component, the R mod function effectively separates flat and non-flat regions.
Since feature points are located on the edges and corners of an object, the MHEC feature point set is calculated as the local maxima of R mod : if a pixel p i = (x i , y i ) has the largest R mod ( p i ) value compared to its neighbors in a surrounding 
In this paper we propose the application of the MHEC point set combined with texture distinctiveness to extract efficient object features as the fusion of texture and structure. While the S texture distinctiveness map concentrates on the textures of the image and defines the RO I S based on their distinctiveness, the MHEC focuses on the edges and contours. In order not to miss any important contours, the adaptive Otsu threshold used for S is reduced to its half (marked by S/2). Then, the selected RO I S/2 is morphologically dilated with a 5-radius disk structural element (RO I D S/2 ) as important points may be located on the edges of the region (fourth column of Fig. 2 ). After these assumptions, a p i point of P MHEC is kept only if it is located in the dilated RO I D S/2 , creating a P S MHEC point set. As shadow and unfocused regions usually do not contain sharp edges and corners (see the original images in Fig. 2 ), MHEC points (marked with red in the fifth column of Fig. 2) will not be located in these areas. By calculating the convex hull of P S MHEC (shown in yellow in the fifth column of Fig. 2) , the result is a reduced RO I S+MHEC area, with superfluous regions omitted. On the other hand, a salient object in the image draws visual attention and is usually in focus, therefore its outline will be effectively featured by the MHEC point set.
IV. ACTIVE CONTOUR MODELS
A. Traditional Model
The aim of the traditional active contour model [1] is to find the curve x(s) = [x(s), y(s)], s ∈ [0, 1] minimizing the E energy function:
where the α elasticity parameter and the β rigidity parameter control the first part of the energy, called the internal energy. This energy part represents the active contour's smoothness and rigidity: x (s) and x (s) are the first and second order derivatives with respect to arc length s. Following the recommendations of [4] , α = 0.5 and β = 0.1 are used throughout the experiments for smooth curves with low rigidity and to also detect corners. E ext is the external energy term which is derived from the image, representing the image characteristics (i. e. edges, ridges). For the improved GVF [2] model it has the following form:
where ∇ is the gradient operator, and μ is a regularization parameter which should be adjusted according to the noise constant of the image. For a higher noise level a higher μ value is selected. For natural images with a lower noise level, μ = 0.2 is used throughout the experimental evaluation. The edge map, denoted by f , is generated from the I image, defined as:
where G σ is a Gaussian function with σ = 0.2 standard deviation.
The basic f edge map (Eq. 5) had difficulties with detecting sharp or noisy corners and low contrast boundaries. When heading towards such boundary segments in the iterative boundary detection, the f edge map shows low values. This causes the active contour method to fail in accurately converging to these outlines. Cluttered backgrounds also mean a great challenge and often cause the contour to get stuck in a local minimum.
B. Vector Field Convolution Model
Vector Field Convolution (VFC) was introduced in [4] as a novel external force term and to compensate for some drawbacks of GVF, like high computational cost, noise sensitivity, parameter sensitivity and the ambiguous relation between the capture range and the algorithm parameters by integrating a vector field kernel into the external force field. Therefore, unlike in the case of the GVF, the external force field becomes dynamic and it is extended to the homogeneous regions of the image. Thus, a free particle is able to move to the desired contour parts from a larger distance, and faster, even in the presence of noise. The novelty of the algorithm was an external force field calculated as the convolution of a vector field kernel and the f edge map (Eq. 5):
where k(x, y) is the introduced vector field kernel, defined as a multiplication of a magnitude function and a unit vector pointing to the kernel origin, ensuring the force towards the desired image parts:
where m(x, y) is the magnitude at (x, y) and n(x, y) is a unit vector pointing to the kernel origin and calculated as n(x, y) = [− 
where and δ are positive parameters, the latter controlling the rate of decrease, the influence of the selected ROI and preventing division by zero (chosen as a small positive constant). In [4] δ is advised to be chosen as 1.5 ≤ δ ≤ 3; in the experiments δ = 3 is applied, which represents a higher influence of the ROI obtained from the initialization step.
As the VFC external force field was also based on the f edge map, it still has issues in correctly detecting high curvature and noisy, weakly contrasting boundaries.
C. Harris Based Vector Field Convolution
As the f edge map (Eq. 5) is not able to emphasize high curvature boundary parts, in our previous work [28] we introduced a modification of the edge map inspired by the Harris corner detector's [25] characteristic function. The same edge map modification was applied for the GVF [2] in an extended work in [5] . The principle behind the idea was that high curvature contour segments can be emphasized by a corner detector's characteristic function efficiently, as such parts cohere with corners. Therefore, if the characteristic function is integrated into the edge map, then these regions are also emphasized, resulting in a balanced feature map.
The dynamic range of the R mod function (Eq. 1) is very wide, therefore, to produce a steady feature map, we need to compress the dynamics of the R mod function into a balanced distribution, while keeping the main attractors. To fulfill these requirements, we define the R logmax function, where the natural logarithm supports the balanced compression and max() replaces the negative logarithm values of small R mod values with zeros in the feature map:
Thus, the originally used I (x, y) intensity in Eq. 5 will be replaced by the R logmax modified Harris characteristic function and thus will be able to emphasize complex contours efficiently in the f feature map, proposed in [28] :
The drawback of using the R logmax function is that the feature information of the background is also emphasized. Therefore, in case of large background clutter, large feature values appear in the f HVFC map for the background (Fig. 3(c) ), causing the contour to converge incorrectly (Fig. 3(g) ).
To improve the feature map and eliminate the mentioned disadvantage, we introduce two solutions: 1. integrate the orientation information into the f HVFC map, for emphasizing relevant contours and preserving the benefits of the R logmax function at the same time; 2. the internal texture should also be represented in the external force term, aiding the accurate convergence of the contour.
V. TEXTURAL-DIRECTIONAL HARRIS BASED VECTOR FIELD CONVOLUTION
The principle of this paper is to represent the object as the unity of its internal texture and its surrounding outline, integrating both these parts into the feature map. By exploiting additional knowledge of directionality, a higher level structural feature can be constructed for more accurate detection.
A. Direction Feature Extraction
The advantages of using local direction as a feature have already been shown in applications for remote sensing in previous works of Kovacs and Sziranyi [27] and Manno-Kovacs and Sziranyi [59] . As P MHEC points (Eq. 2) are located on important contour segments, the relevant direction information can be extracted from their surroundings. For obtaining such information, we analyze the local gradient orientation density [60] , [61] in the small neighborhood of each feature point (shown in red in Figure 3 (e)) to find the main direction. Let us denote the gradient vector by ∇g i with ∇g i magnitude and ϕ ∇ i orientation for the i th point. By defining the n × n neighborhood of the point with W n (i ) (where n depends on the resolution and n = 7 is applied for the experiments), the weighted density of ϕ ∇ i is as follows:
with N i = r∈W n (i) ∇g r and κ(·) kernel function with h bandwidth parameter for smoothing the histogram. Following the recommendations of [60] , κ should be chosen as a nonnegative, symmetric function, therefore a Gaussian smoothing kernel is used with h = 0.7. The main orientation for the i th feature point is defined as the most occurring orientation value in the analyzed window:
After calculating the direction for all feature points, a ϑ(ϕ) histogram is obtained (shown in blue in Fig. 4(c) ).
To extend the orientation feature for the initialized ROI (RO I S+MHEC calculated in Sec. III-B), an estimation should be given for all its pixels based on the calculated ϑ(ϕ) orientation histogram. To calculate the main orientations of the ROI, inspired by [59] , a simple Gaussian function is correlated to the ϑ(ϕ) orientation histogram iteratively to extract the most correlating (most representative) orientation value:
where η(.) denotes a Gaussian function, with m mean value and d ϑ standard deviation. In every iteration, the most correlating orientation value (maximizing α(m)) is selected as the m mean of the Gaussian function (see the correlated Gaussian functions in Fig. 4(c) shown in red). The method stops if: 1. the correlated Gaussians cover a fixed ratio (80%) of the P MHEC points generating the histogram, meaning that the majority of the information is exploited; 2. the α correlation rate is starting to decrease, meaning that the actual correlation is less representative than the earlier ones (for further details see [59] ). The result of the correlation process is a set of orientations [θ 1 , . . . , θ nr ] representing the ROI, where nr is defined by the iterative correlation process adaptively (for example nr = 9 for the sample in Fig. 4 ).
This orientation feature has to be integrated into the structure feature to construct an improved external force instead of the earlier applied R logmax in f HVFC (Eq. 10).
B. Orientation Selective Edge Map
Different edge extraction approaches can handle directional information in various ways, e.g., the Canny edge detector [62] uses the gradient orientation; [63] introduces shearlets as a theoretically optimal representation of images with edges, capable of fully capturing directional features. However, existing methods cannot handle cases with multiple orientations (corners) [62] and often calculate pixel-level orientation [64] resulting in the loss of the scaling nature of orientation, therefore they are not suitable for edge detection in a higher level interpretation (like object contour detection).
In the present case, contour segments have to be treated as connected pixels with their fixed, calculated main directions. Thus, the selected edge detection method has to be able to handle the extracted orientation values, not simply treating directions as histogram bins [63] . Moreover, as corner points are also involved in the contour, the edge extraction algorithm has to support them as well.
To fulfill these requirements, the Morphological Feature Contrast (MFC) operator [31] is applied, which was introduced for extracting isolated features while not being confused by background texture details. Moreover, an extension of MFC is also presented in the same paper for detecting linear features by handling orientation even in cluttered scenes.
To extract bright and dark individual features, the difference between the original signal and one of its envelopes is used to suppress the background and to enhance features:
where τ is a morphological closing, ρ is a morphological opening, r 1 and r 2 are the size of the square structuring elements (SEs) and I is the image. For the sizes of the r 1 and r 2 structuring elements, the following constraints are defined:
where D 1 is the maximum distance between texture details, D 2 is the minimum distance between isolated features, F 1 is the maximum size of isolated features and F 2 is the minimum size of texture regions. When choosing the appropriate sizes of the structuring elements, we have to take special care not to miss important features, even if they are very small. Therefore, the applied values are r 1 = 2 and r 2 = 8, which are determined based on the overall resolutions of the images of the evaluated databases.
To extract both types of individual features (bright and dark) simultaneously, the two operators are summed:
After extracting the bright and dark features with MFC, specific types of features can be detected by using a sequence of standard morphological transformations. As an extension of MFC a linear feature extraction technique was also introduced in [31] , which can be applied for contour detection and has the ability to handle orientation. After removing textures with the ψ + M FC and ψ − M FC operators, a subsequent ρ lin filter is applied in the original algorithm with linear SEs in 12 orientations ranging from 0 to π. The opening is performed for the whole image and the maximum response from all orientations is kept at each pixel. This technique highlights narrow linear features even when longer than the linear structuring element. As an improvement over [31] , the ρ lin filter is applied in this paper with linear SEs only in the calculated main directions of the ROI ([θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . ]), making the linear feature extraction both faster and more accurate. These main directions are characterizing the object and are selected as discrete values, not as histogram bins applied earlier, covering the whole [0, π] range. So as not to miss even small linear features, the size of the linear SE is set to 4 in all the experiments, which is determined based on the overall resolution of the images of the evaluated databases. Moreover, the drawback of the original ρ lin filter in also emphasizing texture details, is reduced by the fixed directions and ROI, resulting in a less noisy edge map (Fig. 4(b) ).
After applying the MFC operator with the improved linear extension, the resulting feature enhanced (background suppressed) image is denoted by I MFC (see Fig. 4(b) ).
C. Feature Fusion for External Force Representation
To represent directional and contour features in a joint feature map, I MFC was rescaled to be fusible with R logmax in the same way as R logmax was constructed from R mod (see Eq. 9):
As small separated features in the ROI might also become emphasized in I MFC , blobs smaller than 100 pixels are eliminated in I MFC,logmax . This threshold is selected according to the resolution of the dataset images. Finally, the improved edge map, R MFC (Figure 3(f) ) combines the advantage of HVFC's high curvature boundary detection (R logmax ) with the ability to handle large background clutter by the oriented edge emphasizing feature map (I MFC,logmax ) in a pixel level maximization step:
At this point, the representation of the boundary outline is provided in R MFC as an improved structural part instead of R logmax in Eq. 9. As a next step, we also incorporate a region's internal texture into the external force field: the S texture distinctiveness and the R MFC improved edge map are fused into a hybrid feature map, following the recommendations of [12] . By fusing S and R MFC , the improved feature map of the Textural-Directional Harris based Vector Field Convolution (TDHVFC) will have the following form:
The f TDHVFC is shown in Figure 3(d) . The γ weighting factor balances between the outline and the inner texture. The parameter tuning (Table I) showed that γ = 0.3 provides the best results. Using the improved external force, the iterative part is the same as for the VFC and HVFC methods [5] .
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Comparison With Parametric Active Contour Methods
Extensive evaluation has been performed to demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed method for contour detection. Multiple widely used datasets were included in the experimental validation. In the first part of the evaluation process, the proposed method's reliability was tested on the SED single object database [32] , which contains 100 images showing a single object over various backgrounds. The database also includes ground truth segmentation, obtained from the manual segmentations into two or three classes by three human subjects. The proposed method was compared to other reviewed parametric active contour techniques, including traditional ones like the GVF [2] and VFC [4] , algorithms published previously like the HGVF [5] and HVFC [28] , and lately introduced ones as the EDAC [18] and STVFC [12] .
Before performing the comparisons, the γ weighting factor, balancing between the outline and the inner texture in Eq. 20, was tested on the SED single object database for different parameter values, which is shown in Table I . Results showed that the γ = 0.3 selection outperforms other values, which complies with the recommendations of [12] . Therefore, this parameter setting was applied for the whole evaluation process. Table II shows the average F-measure, Recall and Precision values calculated for the compared GVF, VFC, HGVF, HVFC, [2] , HGVF [5] , VFC [4] , HVFC [28] , STVFC [12] , EDAC [18] AND THE PROPOSED TDHVFC ALGORITHMS FOR THE SED DATABASE [32] EDAC, STVFC and the proposed TDHVFC methods. The initialization process was the same as explained in Sec. III for all tested algorithms. The SED database contains foreground objects with a high variety of intra-object textures. This means that there might be objects containing multiple different textures, which makes the initialization more difficult. Although the introduced automatic initialization process was able to work efficiently in most of the cases, it should be mentioned, that it strongly relies on the texture distinctiveness map. I.e., a miscalculated map can lead the initialization to a false segmentation, and initialization problems cannot be fully compensated in later steps.
Applying the same initialization technique for all methods, the performance of the different energy terms can be compared for the active contour algorithms. Moreover, traditional methods do not have their own initialization steps, therefore they do not suffer any disadvantage and the evaluation remains fair. The results in Table II show that the proposed method achieves the highest F-measure value (calculated as in Eq. 21 with β 2 = 0.5), and also the highest Precision value, which generally has a higher importance for an efficient segmentation algorithm than Recall [22] (however, the Recall of the proposed approach is still the second best). The lower Recall rate is most probably caused by the aforementioned high intra-object textures in the SED database: the initialization might only cover a part of the object with the most distinctive texture, which in turn might distort the feature map. Thus, the algorithm might in some cases only detect a part of the object, resulting in high Precision, but a lower Recall value.
The performance values show that, the direction feature combined with texture and the Harris based gradient (combining the advantages of all three features) is able to represent the object more accurately, than the Harris based gradient alone (HGVF and HVFC methods), or the texture and gradient (STVFC) features. By comparing the performance results of HVFC and the proposed TDHVFC, the performance improvement is achieved by the feature fusion can be measured, ranging from 0.795 to 0.83. On the other hand, when comparing the performance of STVFC and TDHVC, the improvement is caused by the novel Harris based direction feature (from 0.76 to 0.83). (Please note that Table II contains rounded values, [2] , (c) HGVF [5] , (d) VFC [4] , (e) HVFC [28] , (f) STVFC [12] , (g) EDAC [18] and (h) the proposed TDHVFC algorithm. Fig. 6 . Region of interest segmentation results for EPFL [33] and MSRA10K [22] datasets. thus the TDHVFC value differs from its value for γ = 0.3 in Table I .) The four examples in Fig. 5 show the detection results for different active contour algorithms. The sample images were selected to have objects with complex outlines.
B. Salient Object Segmentation
In the second part of the evaluations, the proposed method's capabilities are tested from the point of view of salient object segmentation, by performing comparisons with several state-of-the-art techniques (briefly reviewed in Sec. II): SS [42] , STVFC [12] , FT [33] , GC [45] , SEG [40] , DSR [43] , SDAE [14] , CB [41] , LMLC [44] , RC [22] , CPMC+GBVS (marked as CPMC) [48] , HDCT [47] and OCT [13] .
The different algorithms were tested on two major databases: the MSRA10K dataset was introduced in [22] containing 10, 000 selected images from the MSRA database [65] . The MSRA10K also contains pixel-level saliency labels, being the largest publicly available database of its kind; the EPFL [33] is the second largest such database, containing 1000 images along with their binary segmentation masks.
The compared methods usually produce a grayscale saliency map output. To get a segmented binary result which can be compared to the ground truth mask, we apply SaliencyCut [22] for CB, DRFI, DSR, GC, HDCT, LMLC, RC, SEG and SS methods. CPMC and SDAE approaches have their own binarization technique published in [48] and [14] respectively.
As the Precision value is defined to be more representative for segmentation performance evaluation, the F β measure is calculated for the compared methods for both datasets as follows with β 2 = 0.3 as in [33] :
Quantitative segmentation results are shown in Fig. 6 for the EPFL and MSRA10K databases. The results for the SS, FT, SEG, DSR, CB, LMLC, RC methods for both datasets are given in [39] , the STVFC segmentation results for the EPFL database is from [12] . The quantitative results of the proposed method are comparable with the most efficient techniques, like the RC and LCMC: besides the relatively high F β value, Fig. 7 . Segmentation results for selected samples of the MSRA10K and SUN databases for the compared algorithms: FT [33] , SS [42] , GC [45] , SEG [40] , DSR [43] , SDAE [14] , RC [22] , CB [41] , LMLC [44] , HDCT [47] , CPMC [48] , OCT [13] and the proposed TDHVFC. GT marks the given ground truth. [13] the proposed method is able to achieve very high Precision on both datasets. However, its Recall is generally lower, which along with the high Precision value means that the TDHVFC method occasionally detects only portions of the salient objects, a situation that can occur in the case of high variations of intra-object textures. A third dataset is also evaluated in this section, called the SUN dataset, which is based on the MSRA database [65] and includes 346 images with ground truth and it was introduced in [13] for evaluating the OCT method. As this method also uses orientation information -although in a different way -, comparison seemed to be meaningful. For the SUN dataset, the mean F-measure value is compared for the RC, OCT and the proposed method, the results are shown in Table III .
The method has also been evaluated on the ECSSD dataset [66] achieving an average 0.75 F β score, which is quite good, compared to other state-of-the-art methods based on [39] .
Sample images are shown in Fig. 7 together with the results of the FT, SS, GC, SEG, DSR, RC, CB, LMLC, HDCT, CPMC, SDAE, OCT and the proposed TDHVFC methods. The result for the first nine methods are provided by [39] , while the results for the SDAE, CPMC and OCT algorithms were provided by Sun and Shibata [13] , Han et al. [14] , and Li et al. [48] .
The first image presents a complex background, where one part (the road) is more similar to the salient object (the occluded cars), than the other part (the grass and trees). The foreground object is also complex and has multiple inner textures (e.g. windshield, headlights). The complex background represents a challenge for some of the algorithms (FT, SS, SEG, CB), and they falsely detect some background regions to be salient. In contrast, other methods (GC, DSR, SDAE, RC, HDCT, OCT) detect only parts of the cars. The LMLC, CPMC and the proposed TDHVFC methods are able to detect the salient object the most accurately.
The second image illustrates the case of a complex foreground object with very different object regions (varying color and pattern), and a cluttered but distinct background region. The complex salient object is only partially detected by some of the segmentation algorithms, and only a few of them (LMLC, HDCT, CPMC, TDHVFC) are able to detect the whole object. The proper outline is a bit distorted by the background in case of the TDHVFC.
The third image shows a cluttered background with a multipart object. All the algorithms localize the object well, but the complex shape is only partially detected by most of the methods. It should be mentioned, that this sample shows the drawback of the TDHVFC method: if an object has multiple, disconnected parts, an active contour based method will not treat them as one integral object. Hence, the small separate part of the flower in the lower half of the image is missed. However, an iterative extension can solve this issue, as it will be proposed in Sec. VI-C.
The fourth image shows the disadvantage of the proposed Harris based structural part: on the lower, shady object outline, no MHEC feature points can be found, therefore the initialization contains only a part of the object region, resulting in an inaccurate detection. This sample illustrates again, that initialization problems cannot be fully compensated in later steps. Based on the segmentation results, beside TDHVFC, SS, GC, SEG, SDAE and HDCT methods also have problems with detecting the lower, shady object region part.
The fifth image illustrates the case when the salient object is small and located within a bigger object, which is also in focus. Due to the small size of the salient object, algorithms based on regional statistics might not work. Therefore, some of the methods detect the larger focused object as foreground. The proposed TDHVFC algorithm has the ability to detect even objects of small size in the image.
Overall, based on the above visual and quantitative evaluations, we can state that the proposed method is comparable and competitive with relation to the most efficient salient object segmentation algorithms.
C. Multiple Object Detection
As the original TDHVFC method is by design only able to handle one object consisting of connected parts, we introduce an extension for detecting multiple objects. By referring back to the beginning of Section III-B, the RO I S with the maximum area is selected in the initialization. Here, as part of an iterative solution, we propose to repeat the selection process for a defined number of iterations. Thus, not only the largest blob of the binarized S is used for object detection, but also the second, third, etc. largest ones. This gives us the opportunity to detect multiple objects in the image. The number of the objects can either be fixed previously, or the iterations can be performed for all the blobs larger than a previously set size.
To test this iterative extension, the SED2 [32] two objects database was used, which contains 100 images with two separate objects, sometimes only partially visible in front of a background. This dataset, just like the single object one, also includes ground truth, obtained from one or more human subjects. The two foreground objects are varying in size and texture. The TDHVFC detection process is performed in two iterations for detecting the two separate objects. The FT [33] , DSR [43] , SEG [40] , SS [42] , RC [22] , LMLC [44] , CB [41] , HDCT [47] , DRFI [46] , GC [45] , SDAE [14] , DCL [54] and MDF [53] methods are also evaluated on the SED2 database for comparison. To obtain binary segmentation results, two different segmentation techniques are applied on FT, DSR, SEG, SS, RC, LMLC, CB, HDCT, DRFI and GC approaches: SaliencyCut [22] and a binarization step proposed in [33] . The binarized saliency maps of the different methods were published on [39] . As the evaluation results of the latter binarization technique outperformed the accuracies achieved by the SaliencyCut, the diagram only represents those larger values. The saliency maps of SDAE, DCL and MDF approaches are published on the website of Han et al. [14] and Li and Yu [53] , [54] , and the binarization step is performed as it is proposed in the related papers. Fig. 8 shows the segmentation results: the F-measure (Eq. 21 with β 2 = 0.3) and the corresponding Precision and Recall values for all methods, indicating the superiority of TDHVFC approach over almost all of the compared methods.
To illustrate the processes, Fig. 9 shows visual examples (cows, lamas, moon, shell, wood) from the SED2 database along with their binary segmentation maps for the compared 14 algorithms. The first cows sample shows an image with a salient object quite similar to the background and an other more distinctive foreground object. The bigger part of the tested methods (DSR, SEG, SS, RC, LMLC, HDCT, DRFI, GC, MDF) only emphasizes the more distinctive white animal, while the second is not distinguished from the background. The lamas example (second row) shows two similar foreground objects in front of a cluttered background, where some parts of the background is similar to the salient objects. Except the MDF and TDHVFC methods, all other approaches have some falsely detected background area marked as foreground objects. The moon image (third row) shows a challenging case, when the object texture is relatively small compared to the image size and some of the compared algorithms (LMLC, DRFI, GC, MDF) are not able to find the small object, while others, concentrating also on the location of the object (SEG, RC) only find the moon object, but miss the other. When objects are prominent, have a large size, with various intra-object textures and a cluttered background, many algorithms face difficulties in correctly detecting them, including TDHVFC. The next shell sample (fourth row) shows the drawback of the proposed TDHVFC method, as it cannot handle the varying intra-object textures efficiently, and only partially segments the left shell. However, it is still able to detect a relevant part of this left object, unlike FT, DSR, SEG, SEG, SS, RC, LMLC, CB, HDCT, DRFI, and GC, which miss the left object almost entirely. Finally, the last image sample wood (last row), represents the case, when relevant objects are located on the edge of the image. This is also a very difficult case for almost all of the compared algorithms, most of them only detecting the more distinct, darker object and partially or totally missing the lighter object. Only the LMLC method is able to detect the objects accurately. Due to the location restrictions, TDHVFC gives higher distinctiveness values for the image center, which results in the omission of the outer parts of the objects in the detection step.
D. Computational Time
The computational time of the proposed method was compared to other active contour techniques while performing evaluations on the SED database. The computation times are measured on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU 3.4GHz with 8 GB RAM in Matlab. The source code for texture distinctiveness map calculation was provided by Fergani et al. [12] . The execution times are shown in Table IV . The common initialization step, and the iterative segmentation steps were measured separately. The number of the maximum iterative segmentation steps was set to 60 for VFC, HVFC and TDHVFC. If convergence was reached earlier, the method was stopped. The computational time for EDAC and STVFC methods were provided in [18] and [12] respectively.
The initialization part consists of the calculation of the S texture distinctiveness map (Sec. III-A) performed in an [5] it was already shown that GVF and HGVF methods are slower than VFC and HVFC, these methods are not included in Table IV . The iterative segmentation is the fastest with the proposed TDHVFC model, which means that the contour initialization combined with the improved edge map results in a method with faster convergence.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented an improved edge map incorporating direction information, which can be adapted for parametric active contour object detection, with two main steps. First, automatic contour initialization is presented by integrating structural edge information with texture distinctiveness. Second, an improved external force field is presented fusing direction, edge and texture data. The exploitation of direction information creates the opportunity for the model to handle cluttered backgrounds more efficiently. The main idea of the proposed method is to represent the object as the unity of its internal texture and its direction-augmented contour, integrating both into a feature map. Extensive evaluations support that the proposed method performs with higher accuracy than existing parametric active contour models, and that it is more efficient than the majority of the evaluated saliency methods.
The convergence of the presented method is faster than the compared methods', however, iterative active contour evolution is still slower than other saliency-based methods. Therefore, future work will investigate the possibilities for unsupervised segmentation (e.g., with SaliencyCut) of the improved feature map. Nevertheless, contour detection can be an alone refinement step after ROI estimation performed by other state-of-the-art techniques for more accurate detection. Another advantage of the proposed method is its ability for multiple object detection, although the number of objects has to be pre-set. Thus, in the future, we intend to provide a means to estimate the number of salient objects. Finally, as the fusion of direction, edge and texture produces an efficient feature map, interest points extracted from such a map might be useful for content-based retrieval purposes, which is intended to be investigated in the future.
